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Head of Delegation

dear friends,
South Africa and Zambia are vibrant markets. Growth,
political stability and diversified economies make the two
countries crucial markets for any European supplier wishing
to expand business operations in the African continent in a
wise and sustainable way. Trade relations between Sweden,
South Africa and Zambia are intense, but I see a large
potential for further cooperation.
Investment in infrastructure is a fundamental pillar in any
country’s path to prosperity. To Sweden, a country with a
population of only 9 million located in the northern part of
Europe, a nationwide, top-of-the-line railway network has
been, and still is, a prerequisite for economic development.
Swedish industry offers cutting-edge know-how in the
fields of construction, maintenance and operation of railway systems. We are committed to sharing this experience
and these solutions with you and this trade delegation is
a hands-on expression of our commitment. It presents an
excellent opportunity for suppliers and investors from all
sides to meet, to discuss ideas and to outline areas of interest for cooperation. Companies participating in the delegation and presented in this brochure look forward to working
with counterparts in South Africa and Zambia.

Your sincerely
Erik Bromander

Photo: Kristian Pohl/ egeringskansliet

To conclude, I am convinced that this trade delegation and
our joint seminars will be a starting point for enhanced and
mutually beneficial cooperation between our countries and
industries. I am honored to lead this delegation and look
forward to gaining new insights into how we can develop
new and mutually beneficial ventures in the future.

Erik Bromander
State Secretary
for Infrastructure
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SWERIG

ABB

SWERIG Swedish Rail Industry Group –
The Swedish National Team of Rail Competence.

ABB is a world leading independent supplier of innovative and reliable technologies to the railway industry. ABB’s product portfolio for
railway rolling stock consists of state of the art AC Propulsion Systems
including traction and auxiliary converters, battery chargers, traction
motors, alternators and traction transformers. ABB has a long history
of providing innovative and energy-efficient technologies to the rail
sector, manufacturing and servicing all components and sub-systems
used in freight, urban, intercity and high-speed networks, both for rail
infrastructure and for rolling stock. With a vast global installed base,
ABB also provides life cycle service support, including maintenance
and retrofits.

The SWERIG group is an independent, non-profit organization with members representing the very best of what Sweden offers within the rail sector.
The Swedish railway industry has over the years earned a reputation as a group of
innovative and reliable suppliers.
SWERIG’s members are a combination of multinational companies – the majority having their “Center of Excellence” in Sweden – and medium sized and smaller
specialized Swedish companies with international market leading positions. While
developing services, technologies and equipment for the railway sector today and
for the future, our members have a continual focus on the environmental impact,
energy saving, safety, security and reliability aspects of their solutions. There is no
doubt that the Swedish rail industry is at the forefront of railway technology and
the industry worldwide!

ABB South Africa is a proud Level 2 BBBEE contributor and employs
1,300 people. ABB’s predecessors, ASEA and BBC, have been active in
South Africa since 1907. ABB’s Motor factory in Alrode is the only factory which has produced AC Traction Motors in the country.

408-6178 Mediaspjuth, 2013

ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable
utility, industry, and transport and infrastructure customers to improve
their performance while lowering environmental impact. The ABB
Group of companies operates in roughly 100 countries and employs
about 140,000 people.

SWERIG
SWEDISH RAIL INDUSTRY GROUP

www.swerig.se

Company contacts
Swedish Rail Industry Group
c/o Business Sweden/
The Swedish Trade & Invest Council
Box 240, SE-101 24 Stockholm
Sweden
T +46 8 588 660 00
F +46 8 588 661 90
info@swerig.se

r

Representative
Magnus Davidsson
Coordinating Manager
T +46 8 782 08 09
M +46 70 377 06 65

Company contacts
Representatives
2 Lake Road
Mr. Leon Viljoen, CEO of ABB South Africa
– the Swedish National
Team of Rail Competence
Longmeadow Business Estate North
leon.viljoen@za.abb.com
1609,
Modderfontein
Mr. Viktor Nyden, Project leader
South Africa
viktor.nyden@za.abb.com
T +27 10 202 5000
Mr. Russell Harawa
Foxdale Court, Suite 113
russell.harawa@zm.abb.com
609 Zambezi Rd, Roma, Lusaka
Zambia

www.swerig.se

SWERIG
Swedish Rail Industry Group
c/o Business Sweden/The Swedish Trade &
Invest Council
Box 240, SE-101 24 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: +46 8 588 660 00
Fax: +46 8 588 661 90
info@swerig.se
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What does SWERIG offer its members?
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• Information and market opportunities
• Arranging seminars for:

• Organizing export promotional activities
- delegation visits to foreign markets and customers
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Bombardier

CETAB South Africa
– Hammerglass

Bombardier is the world’s only manufacturer of both planes and trains.
Looking ahead while delivering today, Bombardier is evolving mobility by
answering the call for more efficient, sustainable and enjoyable transportation everywhere.
A global leader in rail technology, Bombardier Transportation offers the
broadest portfolio in the industry and delivers innovative products and
services that set new standards in sustainable mobility. BT has a very diverse
customer base with products or services in more than 60 countries and an
installed base of over 100,000 vehicles worldwide.
Bombardier’s Rail Control Solutions portfolio covers the whole range
of BOMBARDIER CITYFLO mass transit solutions, from manual to fully
automatic to communications-based systems. It provides BOMBARDIER
INTERFLO mainline solutions, from conventional systems to European Rail
Traffic Management System (ERTMS) Level 3 systems. Bombardier solutions
encompass a complete palette of wayside and onboard products.

No More Broken Train Windows – Protection from broken glass forever!
Hammerglass arrives in SA, a Swedish solution to broken glass, 300 times
stronger and half the weight of normal glass.
Hammerglass offers unbreakable glazing solutions, providing appropriate
maximum protection in any environment where there is the risk of broken
glass, burglary or vandalism.
Hammerglass is the new generation unbreakable glass, a combination of a
highly advanced polycarbonate and silicon oxide using nanotechnology. In
addition, Hammerglass provides a whole system of unbreakable glass solutions for new Construction, Trains, Ports and Heavy Earth Moving Machinery,
conversions and Add-ons.
Through CETAB SA, Hammerglass is now available in South Africa.

Furthermore, developed for industrial and underground mining railways,
our INTERFLO 150 solution greatly enhances operations and capacity whilst
maximising safety.
Reflecting our commitment to the African market, Bombardier’s rail control
technology has been selected for projects across Africa. This includes the
Gautrain Rapid Rail Link and Durban’s Main Corridors in South Africa as well
as projects in Algeria, Ethiopia, Morocco and Zambia.
Representatives
Mr. Thomas Bimer
T +46705695292
thomas.bimer@se.transport.bombardier.com

Company contacts
Marieviksgatan 29
SE-100 74 Stockholm
Sweden

Representatives
Mr. Bo Nilsson, C.E.O CETAB
M +46705276112
bo.nilsson@cetabse.com

Mr. Tyler Conley
T +46 737 029 062
tyler.conley@de.transport.bombardier.com

www.bombardier.com

Mr. Shafieks Siers, Sales
T +27791803751
shafieks.siers@cetabsa.co.za

Company contacts
CETAB , Sweden
Tennisstadion
SE-269 21, Båstad
Sweden
CETAB South Africa
54 Gold Smith Road Salt River
7925 Cape Town, South Africa
www.cetabsa.co.za
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EKN – CREATING
CONFIDENCE IN
YOUR EXPORTS

Gunnebo

EKN is a government agency that supports Swedish exports
and the internationalization of Swedish industry.
This we do by offering exporting companies and banks guarantees for payment and financing, together with advice on
business structure and risk management.
Our services provide an extra level of confidence, increased
competitiveness and more opportunities for successful
export transactions.

Gunnebo provides the latest technology and service when it
comes to security worldwide in Cash Handling Automation,
Safes and Vaults ,Entrance Control and Service. You can
count on Gunnebo to protect your people, premises and
assets through constant product innovation, proactive service and speed-to-market.
Gunnebo South Africa houses brands such as Chubbsafes
and Alltech. Chubbsafes was acquired by Gunnebo and
is listed on the Stockholm stock exchange. Alltech was
acquired in 2011; the company primarily develops, manufactures, sells and installs full and half height turnstiles, spike
barriers and boom barriers.
We are predominantly a sales and service company; our
products are manufactured throughout the Group and are
certified. They deliver effective solutions in accordance with
a quality management system certified by SES.
We believe in a series of core values: Customer Focus,
Co-operation, and Commitment to quality, Professionalism
and Integrity, with a vision to create a safer world for all.

Representative
Ms. Anja Wåhlström, Senior Underwriter
Power, Healthcare & Engineering
T +468-788 01 27
anja.wahlstrom@ekn.se
Christian Boman, Head of Unit
Power Healthcare & Engineering
T +46 8 788 01 43
christian.boman@ekn.se

Company contacts
The Swedish Export Credits
Guarantee Board
Kungsgatan 36
PO Box 3064
SE-103 61 Stockholm
Sweden
T +46 8 788 00 00
www.ekn.se
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RepresentativeS
Mr. Hannes Venter
Managing Director – South Africa
hannes.venter@gunnebo.com
Mr. Thomas Porquet
General Sales Manager
thomas.porquet@gunnebo.com

Company contacts
GunneboAB
Johan På Gårdas gata 7
PO Box5181
SE-40226 Göteborg
Sweden
www.gunnebo.com
Gunnebo South Africa (Pty) Ltd
105 Nagington Road, Wadeville
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Icomera

SRS Sjölanders

Icomera is a fast-growing technology company that has been delivering Internet connectivity for public transport vehicles since 2001. We
connect passengers to their work and social networks and onboard
equipment back to base.

SRS Sjölanders AB is the world leading company within the road-rail technology,
with more than 40 years’ experience of development, design and manufacturing of various kinds of hydrostatically driven road-rail vehicles, including special
equipment for maintenance and construction of tracks, track superstructure and
overhead contact wire systems.

We have been developing, extending and improving our technology
for 13 years, working with leading telecommunications industry figures
and academics. These relationships allow us, and our customers, to
take advantage of advances in technology at the earliest opportunity. We offer an open, modular platform which gives our customers greater control. Services can be upgraded, added or removed as
required. This flexibility allows us to deliver a return on investment
against a wide range of business cases and extends the service life of
our solutions.
Our vision is of a future society that is safer, more efficient and more
environmentally friendly. Our wireless Internet connectivity solutions
deliver a better public transport experience for passengers and we
believe this is critical to improving the economic and social quality of
life for the population.
Icomera is headquartered in Sweden with offices in the United States,
United Kingdom and channel partners worldwide.

RepresentativeS
Ms. Marina Haldorsson
Channel Sales Manager
marina.haldorsson@icomera.com
T +46 733 765 778
Dr Spencer Dando
Regional Director
spencer.dando@icomera.com
T +971 50 6009233

Company contacts
Icomera AB
Torsgatan 5B
SE-411 04 Göteborg
Sweden
T +46 31 799 2100
F +46 31 7992199
www.icomera.com
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During the years we have delivered over 500 road-rail vehicles worldwide manufactured in accordance with customer’s specifications and local regulations.
SRS activities are entirely within the railway industry, in the capacity as a qualified hi-tech supplier. We have gained sound knowledge of the specific railway
demands, which always are the most important factors when choosing the appropriate design, components and manufacturing methods.
Due to our extensive and practical experience from the railway field, we are able to
produce high quality road-rail vehicles with high technological standard, reliability
and function.
SRS was established 1887 in Osby as a mechanical workshop and had a turnover
2013 of about 100 MSEK (net sales) and about 50 employees.
SRS will continue to develop products which meet the requirements from various
markets regarding reliability, safety and cost effectiveness.

Representative
Mr. Börje Stensby
Area Manager
T +46 479 175 98
M +46 768 05 85 35
borje.stensby@srsroadrail.se

Company contacts
SRS Sjölanders AB
Box 153
SE- 283 23 Osby, Sweden
T + 46 479 175 00
F + 46 479 175 45
www.srsroadrail.se
www.srs-roadrail.com
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ssab

swedbank

SSAB is a Nordic and US-based steel company. SSAB offers
value added products and services developed in close
cooperation with its customers to create a stronger, lighter
and more sustainable world. SSAB has employees in over 50
countries. SSAB has production facilities in Sweden, Finland
and the US. SSAB is listed on the NASDAQ OMX Nordic
Exchange in Stockholm and has a secondary listing on the
NASDAQ OMX in Helsinki.

Swedbank is a modern bank firmly rooted in Swedish savings
bank history. We are an inclusive bank with 8 million private
customers and more than 600,000 corporate and organisational customers.
This makes us Sweden’s largest bank in terms of number of
customers and gives us a leading position in our other home
markets of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. As a major bank,
we are a significant part of the financial system and play an
important role in the local communities we serve. We are
dedicated to helping our customers, our shareholders and
society as a whole stay financially sound and sustainable.
Swedbank, headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, is also
present in Norway, Denmark, Finland, the USA and China and
as the only Nordic bank with a representative office in SubSaharan Africa, our Johannesburg-base has a network covering the entire region. Let us help you realize trade opportunities in the fastest growing area of the world.

Representative
Mr. Lars Lagestam
Business Development & Area
Technical Manager Middle East and
Africa SSAB EMEA
T +27 11 724 50 59
M +46 722 010 431, +27 82 784 51 45
lars.lagestam@ssab.com

Company contacts
SSAB AB
Klarabergsviadukten 70, D6
P O Box 70
SE-101 21 Stockholm, Sweden
T +46 8 45 45 700
www.ssab.com
SSAB South Africa
2 A Rail Road
Roodekop
Gauteng
1401 Germiston
ZA South Africa
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Representative
Mr. Magnus Furuholm
Swedbank Johannesburg
Representative Office
T +27 11 300 5621
M +27 83 651 7901 (ZA)
M +46 70 604 3287 (SWE)

Company contacts
Representative office in SA
Swedbank Johannesburg
Representative Office
c/o Business Sweden
Private Bag X1, Dainfern 2055,
Johannesburg, South Africa
www.swedbank.com
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Swedfund
International

embassy of sweden
in Lusaka

Swedfund provides risk capital, expertise and financial support to
Swedish and international companies starting up or expanding their
businesses in an emerging market. Swedfund has invested in more than
220 companies since the start in 1979. Swedfund, with a regional office
in Nairobi, is primarily active on the African continent with about half of
the portfolio located there.

The overall tasks of the Embassy of Sweden in Lusaka include political and economic reporting, trade promotion, international development cooperation, as well
as consular and visa services.
Trade promotion
Promoting trade is emphasized in the Embassy’s work. By facilitating interaction
between actors concerned about Swedish and Zambian interests, both commercial and economic, trade opportunities within different sectors are identified. By
assisting Zambian companies in identifying export opportunities to Sweden and
providing information about the Swedish and European Union internal market
Sweden and Zambia can attract each other and further enhance its trade relations.
Bilateral Development Cooperation
Sweden has been cooperating with Zambia since 1965. Zambia has been one
of the biggest recipients when it comes to Swedish aid. With the overall objective to continue to contribute to poverty reduction, the Swedish Government has
approved a results strategy for Swedish development cooperation with Zambia
to be implemented by Sida (the Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency) for the period of 2013-2017.
Consular matters
The Embassy of Sweden in Lusaka currently processes visa applications to twelve
countries; Sweden, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Latvia, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Switzerland, Portugal and France.

Representative
Peter Hallbom
Investment Manager

Company contacts
SWEDFUND INTERNATIONAL AB
Drottninggatan 92-94
PO Box 3286
SE-103 65 Stockholm
SWEDEN
T +46-8-725 94 30
M +46-70-668 35 70
F +46 8 20 30 93
peter.hallbom@swedfund.se

Representative
Ms. Lena Nordstrom
Ambassador of Sweden
Republic of Zambia

Headquarters
Embassy of Sweden
Haile Selaisse Avenue
Lusaka, Zambia
www.swedenabroad.se/lusaka
www.facebook.com/
EmbassyofSwedeninLusaka
Twitter: @swedeninZM

www.swedfund.se
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embassy of sweden
in Pretoria

MINISTRY FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

The Embassy of Sweden in South Africa represents the Swedish Government
in the Republic of South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Lesotho and SADC.

The Ministry for Foreign Affairs is responsible for three main policy
areas – foreign policy, international development cooperation and
trade relations. At this time, we are seeing a growing global focus on
Africa as a region for economic prosperity and economic growth – a
development that we encourage and look forward to being more involved in. At the ministry for Foreign Affairs we are increasingly focusing
on facilitating trade relations between Sweden and sub-Saharan Africa.
We are very proud to represent Sweden, a country well-known for its
high international standards in ethical business practices, environmental protection and sustainable development.

Commerce and trade
Further to the political dialogue and collaboration between South Africa and
Sweden in a number of areas, the Embassy promotes commercial exchanges
between Sweden and South Africa, Botswana and Namibia. The Embassy
facilitates networking and interaction between Swedish and South African
commercial and economic interests. Opportunities for trade and investment
are identified in close collaboration with the Swedish industry and in dialogue
with South African counterparts. The objective is to support the Swedish
industry in its internationalization by facilitating sustainable economic relations at company and investor levels.
Consular and migration matters
The consular section of the Embassy assists both Swedish citizens who are
visiting South Africa, Botswana and Namibia, and South African citizens who
wish to visit Sweden. VFS Global in Pretoria and Cape Town handle respectively visa applications from South Africa to Sweden. However, please note that
it is the German Embassy in Gaborone that handles visa applications from
Botswana to Sweden, while the Finnish Embassy in Windhoek is responsible
for visa applications from Namibia to Sweden.

Representative
Mr. Anders Hagelberg
Ambassador of Sweden
Republic of South Africa

Headquarters
Embassy of Sweden
1166 Park Street, Hatfield,
Pretoria, South Africa
www.swedenabroad.se/pretoria
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You are welcome to contact us for further information and to discuss
trade promotion.
Mr. Mattias Broman
Deputy Director, South Africa
mattias.broman@gov.se
Mr. Kristian Olsson-Selerud
Desk Officer, Zambia
kristian.olsson.selerud@gov.se

Representative
Mr. Erik Sprängare, Deputy director
Office of Project Exports

Headquarters
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
SE-103 39 Stockholm, Sweden
T +46 (0) 8 405 37 83
M +46 (0)72 242 95 96
erik.sprangare@gov.se
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business sweden
Business Sweden’s aim is to strengthen and promote Sweden
as an attractive, innovative and competitive business partner.
With around 400 employees in Sweden and in 57 countries,
we facilitate and promote the growth of Swedish companies
abroad and investment opportunities for foreign companies
in Sweden. We do this through strategic advice and hands-on
support.
Business Sweden is owned by the Swedish Government and
the industry. The shared ownership provides access to
contacts and networks at all levels.
Business Sweden was founded on January 1, 2013, by a
merger of the Swedish Trade Council and Invest Sweden.
We have considerable experience of working with all sizes of
companies – from very small to global enterprises. Frequent
projects include analyzing market information and assessing
the potential for client companies in Sub-Saharan Africa.
We have also assisted a number of Swedish companies in finding suitable local partners for successful business collaboration. Our passion is to see Swedish companies grow abroad
and to be part of promoting the brand “Sweden” in Africa.

Representative
Mr. Olov Hemström
Trade Commissioner Southern Africa

Headquarters
Business Sweden
Box 240
SE-101 24 Stockholm, Sweden
World Trade Center
Klarabergsviadukten 70
T +46 8 588 660 00
F +46 8 588 661 90
info@business-sweden.se
www.business-sweden.se
Local Office
Business Sweden
Private Bag X1, Dainfern 2055,
Johannesburg, South Africa
T +27 11 300 5600
johannesburg@business-sweden.se
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